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2 MAY 2015 - BONSA MINE TO HOSPITAL LEVEL

Toni, Keith, Geoff, Doug & Boyd in the entrance to Bonsa Mine

Keith on the BIG stemples in Bonsa Mine

Doug & Toni close to the entrance to Bonsa Mine

Adam in Earthquake Passage – note the shattered rock

THAILAND 2015

Bats in Tham Orange (Ken Morton)

Maz in Thom Warrin (Ken Morton)
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DOOLIN, CO CLARE, EIRE – 2323-30 MAY 2015
Paul was about to climb up Elephant Poo Slab as I emerged
from the crawl and I free-climbed it, with Keith de-rigging.
TUG: 3¼ hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen
Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Sunday, 24 May 2015 – Cullaun 2
Water levels were low and as usual we’d forgotten how good
the decorations are. Went past the second inlet on the right
and headed for the far end. Continued to the climb down 50
yards short of the sump, which Keith partially descended, but
Paul and I didn’t bother.
Then re-traced our steps back to the second inlet and
clambered up the short easy climb into it to check out the
grotto, which is as pretty as ever. Paul explored further
upstream to where it became flat out while Keith and I waited.
Then we headed for surface, passing a mixed group of Irish
cavers - men, women and children - some of whom had stayed
at the Orpheus cottages with Les & Wendy Williams - small
world!!
TUG: 2½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen
Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Wednesday, 27 May 2015 - Poulnagree
After the previous day’s relaxing walk along Doolin Beach,
we decided it was high time to get back underground again.
Drove out to the lane where we usually park and as it was
raining pretty much horizontally. With me changing at the
side of the car and Paul and Keith under the tailgate, we got
ready. I was dripping well by the time we started walking
along the lane. Keith and Paul missed the ‘almost’ stile into
the field near the pot, but I’d fallen behind, so I went over it
and was first in.
The initial rift passage is fairly wide and drops steeply over
boulders into a rift, where you have do a bit of awkward
traversing to get over jammed boulders. At the bottom of the
main slope, you enter a small chamber with a waterfall. There
was very little water coming down this on the way in!
Down a couple more boulder drops the passage becomes more
of a normal rift with an occasional awkward section and after
a fairly short distance lowers to become a hands and knees
crawl over small flat cobbles, which aren’t too bad to crawl
over. The water was an inch or so deep at its deepest, far less
than I remember from 2005 when we went in in heavy rain. It
was as a result of this trip that we were fairly confident in
choosing Poulnagree, as even when it was torrential rain on
the surface, the crawls were still manageable. I imagine they
could get worse and eventually impassable, but I would have
thought it would take days of continuous heavy rain for this to
happen and it hadn’t been exactly dry in recent days, even
though water levels were generally low. There was one
deeper section of maybe 6-8 inches, where the water was
noticeably colder - it’s obviously been there a while! - and
then the passage opens up again.
There are some really quite pretty sections beyond as the rift
gets higher and the passage overall narrower, to a point where
I was having fun getting past small protrusions. About this
time, Paul decided to head back as he can only get past at floor
level, so I carried on into slightly wider passage to catch up
with Keith. We continued on to the corner where the high
traverse begins and, having done that before, we had a
chocolate bar and decided to head for the surface.
As we approached the crawls, the shallow water was
noticeably ‘milky’ with water from the track on the surface
that we and a lorry had disturbed. It turned out that this was
coming in down the waterfall, so must sink somewhere
beyond the gateway where we nearly parked.
Paul was still getting changed when we got back to the car, so
we decided to wait until he was out of the way. While I lay in
the grass behind the low wall in something approaching
shelter, Keith got changed, leaving me ‘til last as I’m slower
than him and there was realistically only one spot that was
truly sheltered to get changed in. Finally back in semi-dry
clothing, I pulled down the tailgate and was covered in a

Monday, 25 May 2015 - Poulnagollum
Drove out and parked up. As we opened the boot, I saw
Keith’s small tackle bag and realised that mine was missing whoops! Keith started thinking of how we could get around
this and then Paul realised that his was back at the house as
well - big doh!
Fortunately we had sufficient kit to drop down Elephant Poo
Slab into the main pot (Keith had sorted the ropes luckily!)
and we continued down the main route. Two guys we met on
the surface had gone into Gunman’s Cave and a short way in
we met them coming back upstream having dropped down
from the moonmilk passage.
We continued and turned left up the ‘other’ streamway, which
wasn’t anywhere as slippy as usual. Having got myself
soaked trying to get past the waterfall I then realised that there
was hardly any passage beyond, so I didn’t really need to get
wet in the first place. Back at the confluence, we decided to
explore a bit further downstream. In the end, we went right
through the deep bit - Paul chose a different route through the
boulder choke, but got AWfully wet!! - and continued on
downstream quite a way.
We explored up Cotter’s Gallery where a sizeable stream
enters over moonmilk/calcite gour pools. There’s a really
pretty bit off to the right, walls completely covered in white
stuff. Further on the water disappeared under the moonmilk
false floor and there was more breakdown, which made it
awkward to get over with a camera in one hand. I left the
other two to continue while I waited and tried to get cleaned
up a bit. From there we decided we’d gone far enough,
because the roof in the main streamway starts to lower and it
becomes hard work, so we headed out. Looking at the survey,
we were more than three-quarters of the way to Poulelva and
we’d done about 1¼km underground.
I missed the left turn into the Main Poulnagollum streamway
and Paul ended up in front, his long legs carrying him off in
front. As the water became shallower it was easier and apart
from going slightly wrong into a bit of fossil tunnel at one
point, it was an easy route out.
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deluge of water that had collected in a puddle around the
number plate - nice!
TUG: 2½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher & Paul
Lydon
Karen Slatcher

way back up the field and back along the road to where we’d
left the car, retrieved the rope from Poulnagollum and got
changed. Always a cracking trip.
TUG: 3 hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Thursday, 28 May 2015 – Poulnagollum to
Poulelva through-trip

Friday, 29 May 2015 – Doolin River Cave:
St Catherine’s One to Fisherstreet Pot

I thought we were going to do Doolin RC, but at the last
minute we decided to do Poulnagollum to Poulelva. Stopped
off at the stile and Keith and I took the rope and SRT kits
down the field to the entrance to Poulelva. Met the farmer
who said that it would be wet where we were going and we
wouldn’t want to sleep - probably not! Keith rigged and then
threw me the end of the rope and I attached mine and Paul’s
SRT kit bags to the bottom and Keith lowered it down. Yay!
Now all we had to do was do the through trip.
Keith was ready first because he’d half changed to rig
Poulelva, so he headed off to rig Elephant Poo Slab and we
followed him down. There was slightly more water coming
down than on Monday, but not a lot. The route downstream
was familiar from the other day, but I took a few more photos,
repeats of ones from earlier years to possibly replace those I
took on an earlier camera. It was really uneventful until we
got to the deep bit where I filmed all three of us going through
the froth that looks like Guinness and then a steady tromp
down the lower streamway to Cotter’s Gallery.
From there we had a short-ish crawl to larger passage, which
gradually opened up to stooping. At the point where most of
the water sank we stopped for chocolate and then continued a
short way downstream to the pendants and the right turn into
the last awkward section. I know the route fairly well, so I
sent Keith in front and we followed him through crawls, down
the small crawling streamway and into the cross passages to
the final squeeze into the parallel rift. It’s awkward, but not
that tight, but not wanting to batter myself I took my time.
The climb-up is also awkward, but accomplished without too
much hassle and the traverse across the ‘pit’ was actually
easier for me and Keith than Paul.
As usual I made a complete hash of that final squeeze, which
is kind of triangular and just awkward with bits of stone
sticking up out of the floor at crucial points – it’s easier done
head first, despite the drop at the end. I ended up floundering
around on my back because of a stone that stopped my right
shoulder, that I just couldn’t get past. The last crawl is easy
enough, just low, bouldery and a bit unpleasant and Paul found
a dead newt, which was AWfully unpleasant. We emerged
into the bottom of the main pot, washed off in a small
waterfall and climbed up to the bottom of the main waterfall to
get kitted up. I started up just as the sun came out and took
quite a few photos on the way up, managing not to drop the
camera, although it was close on at least one occasion.
Scrabbled over the top and discovered that the midges were
lying in wait, so didn’t hang around by the re-belay, but
climbed up into the breeze. Keith de-rigged and we made our

After much faffing, we were finally ready to go and headed for
Fisherstreet Pot initially, which is very close to where we were
staying. Keith rigged straight off the fence posts, which is a
lot safer from the cattle than the telegraph pole.
Once that was done we began the long walk up to Canavan’s
Farm. Once again there was no reply at the door, so we just
continued along the lane to St Catherine’s One. It took me a
while to get ready as I’d walked up carrying my oversuit and
other bits, rather than wearing it.
Within ten minutes of getting underground and after a fair
amount of grovelling, I was glad I’d walked up not wearing
my oversuit and wished I could take it off again. Had a mare
getting past one particular boulder that I’ve never had a
problem with before and made a right meal of it! But we
found the streamway - similar to P8 - and followed this to
another grovelly area, went over a stone bridge on the right
and followed the water (don’t remember that from before)
around to the hole between boulders to get back into the
streamway.
From there it opened up and we clambered over a dry section
and back into the streamway. At some point, Paul ended up in
the lead and we stayed in the streamway, past the climb-up
into that large, low breakdown chamber on the right. I thought
you had to go into that, but apparently not as we stayed in the
streamway and just continued. My favourite section of
passage was stomped along, then a dry oxbow, then more
stomping, where Keith, who’d dropped behind me, spotted a
white eel about a foot long.
Paul continued to pull ahead and by the time we got into the
lower sections I was shattered and slowing considerably.
Shortly after the Arran View inlet, I sat down on a sand bar
and refused to go any further until I’d had my Mars Bar, so
Keith had a quick vape and then we continued.
Not far from there the passage became walking again and we
trudged on and on. By the time we had to start stooping again,
we were just around the corner from the final crawl (in quite
deep water!) to Fisherstreet Pot - yay! After a short prussik
and a bit of an awkward re-belay for me, we staggered into the
field.
I de-kitted, so did Paul and Keith de-rigged and joined us at
which point Paul set off across the field, so I waited while
Keith de-kitted as well.
TUG: 3 hours – Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher & Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher
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THAILAND 2015
Thom Warrin had a wide entrance into a chamber with a large
phallic type formation hanging down and also a concrete floor
which is possibly being used for Monks meditation area. We
found two more caves on the same Karst but declined to go in
because they were low wet and muddy crawls. We had lunch
and moved on.
We drove to an orange grove where a local told us that a cave
was nearby.
The cave was about 50 metres from the road on the 4035 at
Ban Yo Ao Luek.
It had a large chamber passage with fantastic formations, flow
stone and gours. Approx 80 metres of passage, on leaving the
cave a local Thai man was picking oranges and gave us a bag
to eat. He told Aed of another cave further along the Karst.
Having made our way through the undergrowth we found it
about 50 metres from the first cave, with a large entrance
passage much drier and dusty.
The passage closed down to stooping size for a short way then
opened up to a large chamber with lots of bats, eventually
going right through to the other side of the karst with very few
formations, don’t know if these caves have names, we named
them Thom Orange Caves.
Headed back to the Pines and on the way back we passed a
river where the locals swim, I jumped in fully clothed and it
was lovely and cooling. I stripped off when I came out and
came home in just my underpants.
A fine days caving was had by all.
Yours Ken

Eileen, Ken and Maz went to Pines Bungalows. We hired the
truck for two days and with Aed as the driver we set off to see
if we could find any caves.

Day Trip 1
Ban Chang Pli with the intention of visiting Tham Pop Kan
Mai, after 1½ hours of jungle trekking we failed to find it so
we decided to go back to the truck and have lunch.
We went to Bacu Sai Thai and hired two canoes and canoed
through the mangrove swamps to a Kalst to visit a cave in a
mangrove swamp and came to a board walk that was held
together with string and rope and rusty nails sticking out
everywhere.
Eileen refused to walk along it and crawled along instead,
which led to a rope aided scree slope and eventually led to a
large chamber. It was full of bats and a few formations, the
chamber was approx 150 metres long.

Day Trip 2
Visited cave KR004, map 15 in Caves of Krabbi book.
Ban Chang Ai Mi at rear of small dwelling at side of H4. This
cave had two chambers with a short crawl over rocks between
the chambers with good formations in both. Unfortunately
Aed had a nasty fall and gashed his head, we went straight out
and Maz cleaned his wound but he insisted he was OK.
We decided to go to a chemist and get medication and more
dressings, and after being patched up moved on to the Ao
Luek region.

DIGS UPDATE APRIL 2015
that around the collapsed/choked area that is believed to lie
beneath – digging continues.
The dig in the Elevator shaft that lies off of the 2009 Urchin
Passage Extensions has seen the natural shaft deepen as the
diggers (principally Keith Slatcher and Pete Collins)
progressed downwards. 2m of further downwards progress
has been made and the hand winch installed in September
2014 has been swapped for the Bicycle Winch to assist with
the extraction of material from the base of the shaft.
Rift Pot - is an impressive natural shaft that the Cherty Two
Passage, discovered in June 2010 crosses. Originally it
descended 8m into a rift with a boulder filled floor. Between
the boulders were inviting dark spaces and encourage by this
Keith Slatcher and Phil Collins gave the area some further
attention in the latter part of 2010 and re-arranged these
boulders to give access to a further drop of 5m into a lower
section of the rift festooned with ‘hanging death’. With
somewhat less hazardous digs being available in Water Icicle,
attention then turned elsewhere.
However, in March 2015 the area was re-visited by Pete
Wagstaff who carefully moved boulders in the floor of the
lower section of Rift Pot to reveal a potential way on down a
draughting, too narrow rift. Over the next few weeks Pete was

Water Icicle Close Cavern
Regular digging sessions (or not so regular sessions in some
parts of the cave) have seen progress on three fronts in Water
Icicle. The dig in ‘Oh No Choke’ at the end of Volcanic Bug
Pusher (the South Passage Extensions) has received the
sporadic attention over the Winter 2014 and Spring 2015,
principally by Phil Walker and Pete Wagstaff and whoever
else can be coaxed along on a Thursday evening.
In September 2014 the dig had penetrated some 24m through
the choked sediments and had reached an in-filled rift that
seems to correspond with a depression on the surface and was
following a right hand wall of what is presumed to be the
ongoing passage beyond this. Beyond the infilled rift the
passage and dig started to rise and an area of larger boulders
and very consolidated breccia was reached making progress
very slow. A re-think has seen the digging continuing at the
original September 2014 floor level following what appears to
be an undercut in the right hand wall. With digging becoming
easier some 3m of progress has been made since September
and the end of the dig is 27m into ‘Oh No Choke’.
Overlaying the known cave passage onto surface features
would seem to suggest that the dig is now more than 50% of
its way around a surface depression and hopefully more than
6

joined by Simon Brooks, Keith Slatcher and Phil Walker and
over a couple more trips the rope into Rift Pot was re-rigged
so that when descending to, or ascending from the dig site, the
rope did not touch some of the precarious boulders in the roof
or walls above, some gentle gardening of loose boulders was
made above the dig area and more significantly the constricted
rift was enlarged.
These efforts were rewarded by the constriction passed on
Sunday 12th April to reach a thankfully more spacious
chamber below. More enticingly in the floor of this chamber
was a hole between precarious boulders that opened into a
spacious shaft. The following weekend (Saturday 18th April)
Simon Brooks, Keith Slatcher and Phil Walker returned and
whist Simon and Phil photographed and surveyed Keith and
Pete pushed ahead. Careful rigging saw a further rift pot of
12m depth descended to reach a spacious (10m long by 2.5m

wide) rift pot with a potential further dig at its base. The
whole area was rather loose with three of the team being
‘stirred but not shaken’ (fortunately) by falling rock during the
course of the trip. This extension added another 35.2m to the
length of Water Icicle and has taken Rift Pt itself to a depth of
28/29m below the level of the main Cherty Two Passage. The
rift that was enlarged at the base of Rift Pot has been
christened ‘Chastity’ due to its constricted nature, the 12m pot
beneath that ‘Hope Pitch’ and the potential dig in the floor
‘Faith’ in the hope that further digging will see more progress.
Mixing in with the digging activities the NE limb of the Great
Rift (part of the original Water Icicle) has been re-surveyed
adding 46m to the surveyed length of the cave and this and the
Rift Pot Extensions means that cave length now stands at over
1,100m and the depth in excess of 65m.
Simon Brooks

Boulder Pot

Boulder Pot survey – July 2014 (surveyed by Simon Brooks)
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Location of caves of upper Lathkill Dale,
including Boulder Pot and Water Icicle Close Cavern, which are Orpheus digs
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TRIP REPORTS
dislike for water took over so we decide to check out the
Dowbergill connection from the Dow Cave side. Simon and I
did the high route with wide traverses whilst Jason stayed at
stream level and ducked through to the second rope but did not
find the rope down that we got through to on our previous
Dowbergill trip. Meanwhile when Simon and I got bored with
traversing we dropped down to the streamway and pushed on
to the rope that we thought that Jason got hung up on last time.
So we exited thinking we now knew the way through. Down
to the Race Horse pub as the Kings Head is closed for some
nice beer and good food.
Jason Blackwell, Simon Wynne & Pete Wagstaff
Pete Wagstaff

The first few write-ups are older trips that just missed the 2014
edition - enjoy.!

Saturday, 8 June 2013 – Excaliber Pot
Well organised trip down the new impressive streamway of an
old established cave on the edge of the North Yorkshire
Moors. 30m drop into large chamber with several ways on
eventually leading to a 5m drop into a 2-3m wide streamway
which due to the dry weather was rather quiet. Nice 3-4 hour
stroll round down to sump and up to collapsed inlets.
Then back to campsite at the Compton pub for good food and
ale.
TUG: 3½ hours - Pete Wagstaff, Phil Wall, Boyd Potts &
Phil Walker
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 26 August 2013 – Dowbergill /
Dow Cave

Sunday, 9 June 2013 – Excaliber Pot &
Jenga Pot

The 26th saw me and Simon undertake the Dowbergill
through trip from Providence end. We kept to the streamway
as much as we could, I managed the narrows but Simon had to
traverse up high and back up the passage to progress only 20m
downstream to re-join me. When it gets too narrow a steady
climb up to the esoteric squeeze which looks difficult but is a
little like Yoga hole in the horizontal mode. Once past this
soon to Jason’s rope and a traverse at high level on good
ledges to reach two ropes traversing down to stream level.
Once these are found a 10min walk at stream level then a
climb up a rope to traverse on big ledges to another rope down
across and up a single rung ladder then into the Dow Cave end
of Dowbergill. An easy through trip of only 4hours.
TUG: 4 hrs - Jason Blackwell, Simon Wynne & Pete Wagstaff
Pete Wagstaff

Repeat of Saturdays trip for me but still managed to take
wrong turn from main chamber.
On the way out met up with diggers from North Yorkshire
Moors Caving Club who took us into the delights of Jenga.
400m of crawling, some of it in sloppy mud some over loose
sand. This had only been opened up a few weeks ago so nice
to see hard work rewarded. This is getting closer to Excaliber
Pot and with all the leads still to pursue can only be weeks
away, not a place to be in wet weather though. The entrance is
a narrow rift with a fixed mountain bike anchored to the
surface rocks to help remove boulders. Glad we got invited
over to this dig as it allowed us to pass up the Bogg Hall trip.
TUG: 5 hrs - Pete Wagstaff & Mike Childs.
Pete Wagstaff

Saturday, 17 January 2015 - Bar Pot, Gaping
Ghyll

Sunday, 21st July 2013 – Croesor/Rhosydd

Our small group were joined by Clive Westlake and Jean
Brooksbank from the Northern Pennine Club.
Having
changed in Clapham, we walked slowly up to Bar Pot.
Paul started rigging, followed by Clive, Jean, Jason and
myself. I was about to get onto the rope when Dave and Pete
Wag turned up, saying they wanted an easy trip after all. We
all dropped in and Paul rigged the slab and the three of them
disappeared. Dave kept pointing the way on and we arrived at
the top of the 100.
At the bottom in South East Passage, we de-kitted and went
our separate ways - Clive and Jean to Hensler’s Passage, the
rest of us towards Main Chamber. At South East Pot, Paul and
I took the crawls while the other three went around the far side
and continued through bigger passage - I didn’t like the look
of the climb up, I must say. We emerged at the bottom of a
ramp and continued along the passage until we met the other
three at T Junction. Our route was to the right, they went
straight on to find the bottom of the Stream Passage Pot.
Heading into South Passage, we crawled/stooped our way
along to Main Chamber, popping out a short way up the ramp
towards Mud Chamber.
Dropping down first, we did a tour of the chamber and
switched off our lights briefly to look up the main shaft – it’s

Day trip to Croesor and out of Rhosydd.
Congregated at the wonderful cafe on the north side of the
Ffestiniog reservoir. Red hot day so slow walk up and a long
stop outside of the Rhosydd adit to enjoy the cold air. Over to
Croesor for the start of the trip and quickly down to the second
pitch which had the in situ rope with a knot to pass 4m from
the ground. Rigged with our own rope and made a safe trip
down for all. Boat was not tied on at the last pool so it was a
relief to find it our end. It did not matter too much though as
Simon decided to jump and swim. All well after an initial 10
second pause whilst he regained his breadth after plunging
into the 5 degree 40m deep water. Straight out to beautiful
sunshine and a slow walk back with two pools to bathe in near
the car park.
Keith Slatcher, Alice Anderton, Simon Wynne, Pete Wagstaff
& Mick Hogg
Pete Wagstaff

Saturday 25 August 2013 – Dow Cave
Plan was to look at Langstroth Cave with an idea to do the
sumps in from the bottom due to none of us knowing the cave.
When we met up the following day, rain and the general
9

so awesome! Water sinks around the walls and down a fairly
large hole at the Mud Hall end of the chamber. We went up
into Old East Passage, but frankly I wasn’t that enthusiastic
about stooping and crawling and we didn’t get as far as Mud
Hall before turning back and heading out.
We ended up meeting at T Junction again and we headed for
the ropes while the other three took Jason for his first visit to
the Main Chamber. We met Clive and Jean at the bottom of
the 100 just as Clive was about to start up, so we kitted up and
followed them. I watched Paul struggle up the slab and had a
similar problem myself. I then listened to him get stuck in the
wrong narrow bit on the entrance pitch and then it was my
turn.
Getting to the pitch head was fine. I moved up and got my
Kroll on the rope above, but then just couldn’t get any
purchase on the walls anywhere and flailed around for some
time before Paul took pity on me once again – my previous
attempt at this 12 years before had the same result! - and
hauled me up a couple of inches, just enough for me to get up
on one knee. Swearing that I would never go anywhere near
Bar Pot again, I de-kitted SRT kit and we walked back down
towards Clapham in a blizzard.
TUG: 3½ hours – Paul Lydon, Pete Wagstaff, Dave Phillips,
Jason Smith, Clive Westlake (NPC), Jean Brooksbank (NPC)
and Karen Slatcher.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 21 February 2015 - OFD
There were a couple of bats just inside the entrance. We went
different ways at the big boulder breakdown and the others
overtook Paul, so we stayed at the back. I was overheating
badly so we stopped briefly before continuing from Gnome
Chamber to the ramp and dropped into Selenite Streamway.
I went upstream and we followed this until it became too
awkward to follow. Back-tracking, we went downstream and
turned left into the passage to The Trident and the Judge.
Continuing, we followed the passage to another streamway Squaw Creek. Upstream we found some more really good
formations and continued until we reached some breakdown.
Downstream we reached a big pitch of around 30m with two
spits at the top - looked like a nice pitch from what I could see.
Clambering up into the continuation of the previous passage,
we came to The Nave and the pull-through pitch that Keith
and I, Jason & Warren looked at with Pete Wag a few years
ago. We finally retraced our steps back into the entrance
passages, passing a number of students.
Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 7 March 2015 – Lost Johns’ Cave
& something else nearby!
Keith rigged Centipede helped by Alan and I, Boyd and Paul
followed. Charles went exploring and Boyd went back to find
him. Once he caught up I passed the bag to Charles and tried
to keep up with him below the main pitch. We got to
Battleaxe and Charles followed the other two. I got as far as
the first corner and just couldn’t be bothered to struggle
around it (this is the bad bend). Boyd had a look and did the
same and we re-traced our steps back up the pitches.
Keith Slatcher, Alan Hatton, Karen Slatcher, Boyd Potts, Paul
Lydon and Charles Bailey.
Back on the surface I realised that the stream bed was dry, so
we followed it back around the corner where it appears from
nowhere and sinks almost immediately. Paul meantime went
to look at a shake hole nearby and I decided to investigate and
climbed carefully down into it. At the bottom there was a
small passage going off, starting with a bedding plane. At the
first corner it became just about hands and knees, getting
bigger, so I carried on, then a slight gain in height and around
the next bend there was a drop of about three or four foot,
closely followed by a hole to a large, dry chamber. I didn’t
even try to get down the first drop, it was too tight and I was
on my own, so I don’t know how big the chamber actually is.
Re-traced my grovellings to surface and told Paul and Boyd
what I’d found.
Talking to Steve Round later, it sounds as though it was being
dug at one point and may connect to Lost Johns’ somewhere
along the line.
Karen Slatcher

North Wales, 6-8 February 2015
This was the annual Orpheus winter trip to the Oread
Mountaineering Club cottage in North Wales.
A small group of only nine met up at the Cottage at Rhyd Ddu
by late Friday evening.
John Pratt, Helen Milsom, Chris and Jack Barratt, Coke, Tricia
and Frank plus Jenny and myself.

Saturday, 7 February 2015 - Snowdon
Saturday turned out to be a pleasant dry day with broken cloud
and good snow on the tops.
Some went walking on the ridges and footpaths round
Snowdon and had headed off by 10am. Jenny went off Bird
Watching on the coast whilst I took a long slow stroll up on to
the South Ridge. Took some photos enroute before having a
snack break just below the summit. Top was covered in good
snow but was very busy so didn’t stay long and took a careful
walk (looking out for ice) back down to the Cottage again
before 4pm.
Everyone else gradually returned and we all headed as a group
down to the ‘Snowdonia Parc’ hotel for a meal and drink.

Sunday, 8 February 2015 – Llyn Idwal
Sunday was another clear and crisp day.
All except Jenny and myself decided to do a variety of walks
and visits on their way home and headed off by mid-morning.
I drove over to park below Tryfan and after yesterday’s efforts
did a gentle stroll across to Llyn Idwal before back to the car
and the Oread cottage.
Joined Jenny for a meal and relaxed for the night ready to
leave next morning in much windier and milder weather.

Sunday, 8 March 2015 – Committee Pot
to Notts II
I’d forgotten just how close to the road the entrance is, I was
thinking it was up where Notts Pot is - bonus! Keith, Alan and
Charles headed off, followed by Boyd, myself and Paul. We
dropped the initial shaft and past the bit where it doglegs
slightly. I’d forgotten the grovelly bits at the bottom, but they
were fine and we got to the top of the small ladder. You have
to clamber head first over the top and then slide your legs
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through to get on the ladder. It’s fine for me, but there’s not
that much room and it was much more awkward for Paul.
From there we followed the side inlet down another climb,
which looks horrendous, but is actually straight forward once
you’re on it, and then dropped over a chocked boulder into the
main streamway at a corner. It was a lot further to the top of
the waterfall into the sump chamber than I remembered and
there was quite a lot of water going down, so we decided not
to bother and slowly re-traced our route back to the way out.
Continuing past that upstream we reached a large column over
the streamway and a while after that, the short climb up from
the stream, where we waited to gather everyone together.
From there it was formations all the way - I’d really forgotten
just how pretty the place is.
TUG: 2½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Alan Hatton, Charles Bailey,
Boyd Potts, Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon.
Karen Slatcher

arrived and Paul decided that his shoulder had had enough, so
with Chris’s help to get back up the cascade, he headed out.
We dropped down the ladder rigged around the corner and
followed the passage to a junction with another inlet on the
right, known as Confusion Corner. The passage continued to a
small waterfall into Spout Hall, which we climbed down and
followed bigger passage to a point where Boyd stopped. On
our right was an opening low down to Poetic Justice, which
must rank as one of the most impossible climbs anywhere.
We all had a look at it and agreed that it wasn’t going to
happen, so Boyd threw the rope over the top into it and pulled
the second ladder up inside. In hindsight, it would have been
considerably easier to pull the ladder up the outside, it was a
really easy climb once the ladder was in place. Boyd and
Mick continued and I waited in the bedding for Chris to de-rig
and between us we pulled the ladder through for Boyd to rig
the second pitch, which wasn’t far beyond.
This pitch was roomier than the first one, but still straight
forward and not that big. There was a bolt in the wall at the
bottom, which seemed a slightly odd place. Around the corner
we encountered a climb that I remembered from a previous
trip. It basically involves lowering yourself to arm length to
land on a small ledge about 3 foot off the floor and then either
jumping down or traversing off - interesting! Once past that
we had streamway to follow all the way to Eureka Junction,
where the roof was filled with foam - quite likely from the
previous weekend, when it rained heavily for 24 hours.
Turning right upstream, we followed the stream to some
breakdown where we had to climb up from water level over
the boulders. It was awkward and Mick decided to wait while
Boyd, Chris and I climbed up the big chamber ahead to the
bottom of the ladder to Stop Pot. We met a group from
Ireland who had gone into County on SRT. They asked if we
could de-rig their rope on the first pitch and leave the bag at
the bottom of the entrance, which we said we would. Having
chatted for a while, we re-traced our steps, meeting a group of
six from the Bradford, who were heading out the same way.
We collected Mick and followed slowly. At the first climb I
had a go up the left-hand edge of the big flake and would have
made it if I hadn’t been a bit half-hearted about it. Boyd
caught me and he and Chris went up and made use of that bolt
near the floor at the bottom of the second pitch, to rig up an
assisted handline to help myself and Mick up. We climbed the
second ladder and could hear the Bradford lot in front of us they had the sense to follow another route! In theory it was
easier to slide down, but some of us had more control than
others and I dropped about the last three feet, making two of
the Bradford guys jump as I landed with a thud - he he!
By the time we reached the first ladder I was beginning to
flag, so Chris went up first again and I gladly accepted the
life-line as well. Our next challenge was passing the tight
section, which Paul had somehow climbed over the top of.
Chris tried to climb up, but that wasn’t going to work, the
walls were smooth as glass, so I decided to go for a full-frontal
attack and just walked straight into it. After the initial squeeze
it was actually easier than it looked, so everyone passed their
bags up and followed. I ended up at the back at that point, so I
was last to clamber out and then realised I’d left a krab of
Paul’s attached to the rope that we’d brought out for the Irish
group, so had to retrieve it. From there we had a steady walk
back to Bull Pot Farm - I was glad it wasn’t any further!!
TUG 4 hours - Boyd Potts, Chris Jackson, Mick Hogg,
Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon. Karen Slatcher

Friday, 3 April 2015 – Jingling Pot
Having arrived in Yorkshire a day before everyone else and
wanting a trip that didn’t involve too much rope and therefore
tackle bags, we decided to head up to Jingling Pot.
Paul had decided to do the traverse route to the Lateral Cleft,
so he started rigging while I went to find a shakehole. On my
return, he had landed at the bottom of the short drop to the
traverse proper and was eyeing up the bolts. The first two
were straightforward, but the next was right under a roof and
he struggled to reach across and get that one done and then
suggested I come down and take a look at it.
Knowing we didn’t have ropes for another route, I dropped
down and saw that the roof was sufficiently high for me to
crawl under it easily, which wasn’t so easy for Paul, so I
clipped on, pulled myself up and in and continued rigging into
the Lateral Cleft, at which point Paul came across (without my
tackle bag!) and continued. I went back for the bag and we
continued on down.
Paul left a nice long loop on the bottom drop to the balcony, so
it was nowhere near as difficult as we were in there
previously, we did the main drop and the short pitch below,
had a look down the dig - which they apparently stopped
digging when they realised it would connect to Aquamole
(darn!) and then headed out.
Paul de-rigged the bottom two pitches, plus the awkward rifty
bit and then went on past so I could de-rig the rest. I could
hear voices as I struggled up the narrow bit and popped out to
find three guys from the NPC(!) waiting - no pressure then!
The de-rigging went smoothly, although I should have just
de-rigged the last bolt instead of leaving it - and Mark, Andy
and Roy/Rod (?) went on down. There was a light rain by this
time and a breeze had got up, but it was still better than
walking the previous weekend!
TUG: 2½ hours – Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 4 April 2015 – County Pot
While Pete Wag, Keith, Dave Phillips and Adam Geens
headed turned to the lower part of the valley to brave Pippikin
Pot, the five of us took the usual route to the valley and turned
upstream to the entrance to County Pot.
We clambered down the short entrance shaft and into the rift
passage, which is a bit snug at the cascades, particularly the
last one before the first pitch. Boyd was rigging when I
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releasing them both in a small stream as we walked back down
the main track.
TUG: 2½ hours – Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 4 April 2015 – Pippikin Pot
After our last attempt at this awkward pot we went with a
more determined attitude ready for lots of crawling. Finding
the hole in the moor was relatively easy and the rope hanging
down the hole had us considering leaving our ropes behind.
However just in case we carried them through and enjoyed the
experience!
The first squeeze soon resulted in stripping off the SRT kit and
horizontally launching through a small space and slowly
lowering the body by our outstretched hands located on the far
wall 1.5m away. Two climb-downs, one with a rope to assist,
were tight enough to not warrant the wearing of the SRT kit,
however the roped third pitch caught me out by showing a
slight drop which I took as the bottom, this was not so and as
the tackle bag dropped to the bottom of the pitch 5m below I
changed into a body belay and descended rather faster than
expected. At this all the others decided to SRT kit up and put
our own rope on.
After this a sideways squeeze for 5m ran into a meandering
rift that required much arm strength to traverse the rift whilst
carrying a tackle bag. This dropped into an old active
streamway. At last I thought we were now near our dry exit
via ‘Dusty Junction’. Eventually squeezed through the
boulder choke into Hall of the Ten, a 10 minute stoop from the
junction. Followed the left hand wall that eventually runs into
another large chamber that you traverse and then drop into a
continuation of the old dry streamway that you started from
after Dusty Junction. 10 mins later out of Mistral and a short
walk to retrieve the first pot rope and then back to Bull Pot to
change.
TUG: 5 hours - Adam Geens, Keith Slatcher, Dave Phillips,
Pete Wagstaff
Pete Wagstaff

Sunday, 5 April 2015 – Pool Sink to
Lancaster Hole
After an energy sapping trip on the Saturday we chose the
easy pull-through route, leaving some energy to explore
Wormways. The pull-throughs went smoothly and we were
soon down in the main drain, however confirming the route
downstream was a little more problematical as wandering
upstream proved we were in the right area and could traverse
up to Easter Grotto easily. This was not the way we wanted so
we returned downstream and was just returning up Pool Sink
inlet when a party emerged to tell us that the way on was a
climb up on the opposite wall.
From there it was straight forward and we were soon at the
Ireby series that joined to Wormways however the energy
levels now kicked out so we ventured out of Lancaster Hole
for an easy return to Bull Pot Farm.
TUG: 4 hours - Pete Wagstaff, Keith Slatcher & Dave Phillips
Pete Wagstaff

Monday, 6 April 2015 – Alum Pot / Diccan
Pot
With some folk having gone home the previous day, we were
a group of five that walked up to Alum Pot on the Bank
Holiday Monday.
While Keith, Adam and Paul headed for Diccan, Pete and I
followed the Long Churns streamway into the dry passage and
managed to get past Double Shuffle and Plank pools without
falling in. Pete guided me down the awkward climb and took
two of the three bags as he started rigging. Another group was
already on the pitch, so it took a few minutes for the three of
them to clear it, but luckily they took the right hand wall
beyond Dolly Tubs and we went down the Greasy Slab. We
overtook and I was on the Bridge before they were all down
from the window. The guy rigging had just reached the
bottom of the Bridge as Pete landed at the bottom of the pitch.
I followed and was near the top when I heard Keith calling up
from the bottom, so timing was about perfect. Pete was
rigging the last short pitch as I arrived - it seemed very wet
compared to a fortnight ago when we were there with the
NPC. As I landed Adam appeared attempting to climb the
main waterfall and Keith directed him up the side rift. Both of
them were really cold after coming down Diccan, which was
pretty wet. Keith tried to persuade me that it might not be the
best idea to go back up Diccan, but I was determined - it was
the first time we’d had the opportunity to do it since May 2004
when it was my fourth SRT trip and Keith’s fifth- so with Paul
having got cold and gone back up and Adam returning up
Alum with Pete, it was just me and Keith.
The first section was really wet and I went up it fairly quickly
to get some blood flowing again and get out of the water.
Keith had advised me to put my oversuit hood up and it was
really good advice. Keith said later that I went up the first
pitch like a “rat up a drainpipe”, so I was obviously quicker
than he was expecting, but I was aware that he was still at the
bottom getting colder. The two deviations - the lower one of
which I got completely hung up on eleven years ago - were a
doddle and I don’t even remember the y-hang, so that must

Sunday, 5 April 2015 – Sell Gill Holes
While Pete Wag, Keith and Dave headed off to do Pool Sink
to either Lancaster Hole or somewhere else and Boyd, Chris
and Adam went off to rig Lancaster Hole and head out of
County, which we’d left rigged the previous day, Paul and I
decided to do our old favourite, Sell Gill Holes
Having walked up from near New Houses, we kitted up at the
entrance and I started rigging the first pitch. Once Paul was
down I started the second pitch and I was surprised that I
could actually reach the traverse bolts fairly easily and got a
nice tight rig to the Y hang.
Landed at the bottom and again waited for Paul, mainly to
bring the next bag. Paul had been giving me lots of advice and
help, but after the initial Y hang on the third pitch, it was
noticeable that it went very quiet as I debated how to rig the
two bolts to the final Y hang. I knew I had plenty of rope, so I
left an especially long loop to the first bolt, another big loop to
the second bolt and then the Y hang itself, surprised that again
I could actually reach fairly easily. I landed at the bottom and
almost immediately discovered a male frog.
I removed my extraneous kit and once Paul landed we went
and explored down into the crawl, but the water was too high
to get under the duck without getting soaked, so we didn’t
bother. I had planned to de-rig, but I now had a frog, so Paul
de-rigged for me. At the top of the third pitch, I found another
frog, a female this time - lord knows how I didn’t stand on her
when I was rigging. I popped her in the bag and continued up,
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I'd have been fine in Giant's if the boys hadn't announced their
plans for weeing - you know what it's like - you're fine until
others say they're weeing and then, all of a sudden, you need
to go too! So - dilemma - do I ignore the nagging need (I
knew there were scary bits coming up and was worried - what
happens if I have a panic attack and then wee myself
involuntarily), do I strip off and get everything wet/dirty and
struggle with my suit or do I wee myself? Oh well - here
goes, let's have an experiment - I decided to wee in my suit
and then I sat in the stream - what a pleasure to feel warm,
momentarily! So - all done - now to continue caving back.
The first rope ‘climb’ - I thought I could just hand over hand
and pull myself up - you know, as they do on the films,
however - it was more of a ‘Doug pull me up from the top’
and Brian, bless him - pushing me from below.
The Giant’s windpipe gave me an opportunity to have a wash.
Then we got to the mini squeeze/hole, head first during the
traverse - the worst bit for me, I think. Again - Doug got the
better end - he got the front end and Brian, bless him, again
getting the smelly end, pushed my legs though. By the end of
the trip I thought I was starting to smell like an old man in an
old man's home. I'm sorry, Brian - you got the raw end of the
deal - I promise, next time we go caving together, as long as
it's not a long cave and no one mentions going for a wee, it
won't happen again!
The debate continues - it sort of worked weeing into my suit
but I did feel smelly by the end of it so I'm still not sure that it
was the best course of action. We'll have to wait and see the
next time I go for a long cave.
So - here's my first write up - hopefully I won't be writing
about weeing next time!
Doug Hobbs, Antoinette Wintin & Brian Potts.
Toni Wintin

have been straightforward. I shouted for Keith and reached
the next deviation, which was one of the few bits I remember
from before, but it’s more awkward going up. The only real
issue I had was at the top y-hang - where I faffed quite it a bit
getting off the down rope - and made my way across a fairly
wide traverse to a point where I could wait.
I thought I’d be taking the rope bag, but Keith said he’d take it
up to the top of the next pitch, so I headed off again. Another
couple of short drops lead to a narrower traverse, which was
pretty straightforward to a small and very wet chamber.
Collecting the bag, I prusiked up a short drop to the bottom of
the last BIG pitch. To say that it was damp would be a big
understatement. The bottom pitch was wet for the first few
feet, but this just seemed to be wet nearly all the way and I
could feel water pooling at the elbows of my oversuit as it ran
down my sleeves - nice! At the top of the main drop, I passed
the re-belay and shouted down - no reply. I shouted louder,
but over the noise of the water Keith obviously couldn’t hear
me. Finally I yelled ‘ROPE FREE!!!!’ at the very top of my
voice (which is considerable after years of yelling for horses
two fields away!) and was rewarded with a very faint ‘OK’.
Relieved, I started up the last two short drops and just as I was
getting onto the last one, Paul appeared to take my bag – what
timing!!! I waited for Keith and we made our way slowly
back along the streamway to the opening, where I slipped on
the slimy stone and went flat on my back, cackling with
laughter, relieved to be back on the surface where it was warm
and dry.
Paul and Pete Wag were waiting for us and we walked back to
the cars in warm sunlight, gradually thawing as we went.
Diccan is not an easy trip and it’s best if there’s barely a
trickle of water - unless you like getting cold and wet! - but
it’s an absolute corker.
TUG: 4½ hours
Alum Pot: Pete Wagstaff.
Alum Pot to Diccan Pot: Karen Slatcher.
Diccan Pot to Alum Pot: Adam Geens.
Diccan Pot & Alum Pot: Paul Lydon.
Diccan Pot: Keith Slatcher
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 2 May 2015 – Bonsa Mine by
Levers Water to Hospital Level
Coniston Copper Mines
Although Jenny and Boyd, Paul Thorne and Pete Wag, had
been staying at Low Hall Garth - the Yorkshire Ramblers’
club hut in the Lakes - since Wednesday before the May Day
Bank Holiday weekend, most of us arrived on the Friday
evening. Keith drove to Winster and travelled with Paul and I
to keep down the number of cars to park. We arrived just after
Geoff McDonnel and Toni and Doug arrived shortly after us.
Pete and Paul had very kindly rigged the pitches on the
through trip from Levers Water to Hospital Level, so we only
had to wait for Adam Geens the next morning before driving
over to Coniston.
Parking is supposedly prohibited in the Coniston Copper
Mines area, although Pete and Paul T were confident that it
would be fine. Paul however, decided to park to the southwest
of Coniston at the bottom of the Walna Scar Road, which
proved to be a good alternative.
Having changed we set off along the track, which was a nice
steady climb to the main path that led up to the Old Man. We
followed this literally 20m and turned off right - after a few
moments of confusion - to pick up another track/path that
traversed around the bowl of the valley. We were looking
right down into the Copper Mines complex and could see the
others getting changed at their cars, not far from where
Hospital Level comes out. We could also see a path crossing a

Sunday, 19 April 2015 – A Giant’s Wee
To wee or not to wee, that is the question!
On Sunday, 19th April, myself, Toni , Doug and Brian went
into Giant's Hole for a ‘nosy around’. We “might get to
Garland's Pot”. We might “thrash around the crabwalk” and
then we'll “see how we feel”. Speech marks denote Doug's
expressions of what our plans were. In the end we did the
round trip - it was on the whole fun - a bit wet, a bit crawly, a
bit scary, lots of nice things to see and lots of excitement.
However, it added to my own internal debate... what do
women do if they need a wee underground? This question had
raised its ugly head a few weekends ago when we were in
OFD - what do women do? Strip off, in a dark corner
somewhere (at least there are plenty of those such places
around), getting everything wet and dirty - my problem here is
that I find getting the suit over my shoulders quite tricky and if
I want to do it without pulling my shoulder, I really need help;
use a shee-wee - I do actually have one of these (a friend
bought me one - I think it was a joke pressie, but I've never
used it) or just wee in your suit.
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have gone straight out) who had been exploring further into
the bottom level. Adam, Keith and I went a short way - while
Paul T was sorting out the rope and the others headed out and found some really pretty pink bits up a short climb.
Once Paul T was down, we joined him and the four of headed
out. We shortly came to a junction with smaller passage to the
right and a large chamber to the left and up. We went left and
looked up to see stemples right up in the roof, maybe 100ft up.
We wandered through the chamber into passage beyond.
Before he left, Pete had warned me to ‘watch the holes’ and
indeed there are some humungous holes in the floor on that
section of passage, protected by more wire cables put in by
NAMHO 7 or 8 years ago. At the end of the series of holes,
the cable cut right across the passage to protect the unwary
from the gaping chasm beyond. At this point we de-kitted and
after a short section in water not quite welly-deep, we surfaced
to rain, exactly as Pete had predicted. It was a gentle Lakes
rain and the wind had mostly dropped, so we had quite a
pleasant wander back across the fells to the Walna Scar car
park.
TUG 4 hours – Karen Slatcher, Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon
(briefly), Paul Thorne, Adam Geens, Boyd Potts, Pete
Wagstaff, Toni Wintin, Doug Hobbs and Geoff MacDonald.
Karen Slatcher

bridge right outside Hospital Level and coming up to the path
we were on, which looked promising for later.
Crossing Low Water Beck, we continued up the very aptly
named Boulder Valley and arrived at Levers Water at
11:01am, with the others nowhere in sight. Although much
longer, this is a much nicer route to walk up to the mine. We
kitted up while we were waiting and the others arrived after
five minutes or so.
As we started dropping down into the mine – which had a
patch of snow in the corner! – I suddenly realised that my
camera was missing and I went back to the shake hole where
I’d stopped earlier and found it! Pete had led on down and
Adam had followed, so the rest of us filtered down and
dropped down two short in-situ ladders to a hand-line. Paul’s
arm was playing up, so before we got too far he decided to
turn back and went back up.
While Doug, Toni and Geoff followed Pete, Keith, Adam and
I continued with Paul Thorne and, at a point where we
dropped down and a route continued on down to the left, we
went straight on and climbed back up. Soon after we reached
a traverse across a sloping wall, which was straight forward,
and climbed up. From there was a short section of low
passage, we reached a big tub still sitting on rails and we took
a left turn and then another (I think, bit vague!) and found
Earthquake Passage, where a column of rock lying between
two stopes has shattered and splintered impressively. After
looking down the stope at the end, where stemples had been
bent out of shape, we re-traced our steps. We found a couple
of forefields and then a long passage with some really good
artefacts including compressor pipe still in-situ and further on
wooden box section compressor pipe, also some still in-situ.
The passage simply stopped; they had worked hard to get as
far as they did, but then given up. Paul T said that the shot
holes were made with hammer and chisel, which is also really
impressive.
Eventually we re-traced our steps back to the main route and
dropped down and shortly after reached the top of the first
pitch, the one where Ashley nearly got the wrong rope on the
pull-through trip last time. Adam had fun when the rope
started smoking (so he said) as he got about 8-10m above the
ground! The next pitch was almost immediately below and
Keith and I went down first and waited for the other two to
de-rig the two pitches. Adam took both ropes in his rucksack.
I think I missed that small chamber with the pink stuff around
that time.
We dropped down a short section and came to the canal of
green water, where Keith took more photos and then just
beyond was the blue boulder, which was still lovely and blue.
Paul T said this was where the third pitch proper used to be,
but we now go a different way. Basically the section to the
head of the ‘fourth’ pitch involved a series of hand lines of
varying degrees of steepness. I floundered off first, looking
like a drunk person part way down and reached the pitch head,
down the first short section of rope to the Y hang, which I did
as a re-belay and down to the floor below. I shouted up ‘rope
free’ as I came off the rope and started walking away, which
was a good thing because next second there was a shout of
‘BELOW!’ from above and what was apparently quite a large
boulder came hurtling down towards me. Shouting back up
‘missed!’ I came to the end of the floor – which turned out to
be a modern false floor, built to protect the way out the bottom
of the mine because it had run-in in the past – and found...
Pete Wag waiting for Toni & Doug and Geoff (Boyd must

Sunday, 3 May 2015 – Walk to Wetherlam
(almost!)
The forecast wasn’t promising, but Keith, Paul and I decided
to head for the top of Wetherlam from Low Hall Garth.
We set off up the track outside, past High Hall Garth toward
the Greenburn valley. There was so much water coming down
the track that it had turned into a full-on river in places and
one gateway was impossible to get through without walking
through the water. There were some soggy looking Herdy
ewes as we made the turn into the Greenburn valley, but
they’re designed for this sort of typical Lakes weather and
actually looked quite happy chewing away.
After that we came to a gateway where Paul and Keith perused
the map and decided that we needed to continue up the valley
bottom as far as the Greenburn mine workings. The river was
raging down the valley over a series of small falls and there
was a fair-sized pond growing in the mine workings.
At this point we turned 90 degrees left and went straight up the
side of the valley following what was probably an old miners’
track to some higher workings. It was indistinct in places, but
an occasional cairn helped and we discovered some workings,
a small cave-like shelter right next to a hole that possibly
connects to the workings below and was taking a fair amount
of water. We stopped briefly, but inevitably had to go back
out in the rain.
Continuing up, now well into the clag, we just kept climbing
and climbing and I began to struggle. I think it was about that
time that I began to think I should have gone with Toni who
was walking at low level!
Turning right, southwest along the ridge, we continued to
climb, but instead of steps, or even rough boulders, it was
largely great slabs of smooth rock, which were slippery and
really awkward. We must have climbed 50m or so and still
had about 150m to go, when we reached a section of what
looked like huge boulders up to the very top. I wasn't keen to
continue so we stopped for a bite to eat and then retraced our
steps and headed northeast along the ridge.
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This was far more undulating than I was expecting, but we
kept going and came to a point where a track appeared to
cross. Another check of the map and we continued, but now
we were beginning to drop out of the cloud and we could see a
deep gully ahead. I thought we were going to have to cross
this, but we headed off to the left a bit more and could see the
river and the track in the valley we’d started up.
Now in our way there appeared to be a section of juniper
shrubs/trees in the way, but again a way forward showed itself
and it was just a case of dropping bit by bit slowly down the
side of the hill to a big stile. From there we still had a fair way
to drop, but we eventually joined the track near where we’d
seen the Herdys earlier.
Back on the track the sun had come out full force and it was
really warm, so I stopped and took my jacket off and shoved it
in the top of my pack. By the time we got back to the hut we
had largely dried off, which was a bonus and Toni returned
soon after and we sat outside enjoying the sunshine while it
lasted - which wasn't long. Well we were in the Lakes!!
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 6 June 2015 – White Scar Cave
Kitted up and went to go in about 9:30am. I believe we were
early, but the cave owner said we could go in and we sorted
the paperwork with him.
We went through to the big chamber first, and then retraced
our steps and headed to the other passage.
We were quickly into the lakes and swam through – there was
lots of girly squealing... and that was just Keith! We reached
Big Bertha and began the squirm through the boulder choke. I
was really struggling with the physical restriction and warmth
of wearing a wetsuit and at one point found myself lying over
a large boulder with the side of my face plastered to it, trying
to cool off. As soon as I reached water, I was in it up to my
neck!
Once we got in the streamway, we just explored. Water levels
were quite a bit lower than they were the previous time we’d
been in and when we got to the really low bits we were able to
get further than we had the previous time. It was fun and quite
relaxing floating along and just using your hands to propel
yourself by walking them along the bottom – much easier than
trying to crawl or stoop. The decorations are pretty amazing
in places and it’s a great streamway, so all in all a fun trip.
On the way out, we reached the large area of breakdown and I
went off exploring on the left hand side, couldn’t get through
and then couldn’t work out where the way on was. Eventually
I found it, by which time the others were long gone, thinking
I’d gone on ahead, so I just plodded along until I found Adam
coming back upstream looking for me. Note he’s the one
person in the group that I’m not related to or living with!!
From there it wasn’t far back to the boulder choke, a final
dunking and walking back through the show cave.
TUG 4 hours – Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher, Adam Geens &
Karen Slatcher.
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 16 May 2015 – Agen Allwedd
We stayed in the Chelsea Speleological Society's Whitewalls
cottage. We were with Pete Wagstaff, Phil Wall and
newcomer Will Tinsdeall.
We all set of for ‘Aggie’ and with the correct key this time, set
off into the entrance series of Ogof Gam at 10:45 and made
our way to Baron's Chamber and the impressive Main
Passage. The floor of Main Passage seems much more
slippery with smooth clay than it used to years ago. At
Southern Stream Passage we said goodbye to Waggy, Phil and
Will as they were planning on a trip to Isles Inlet. This is
quite a lengthy and hard trip so the two of us opted for the
easier alternative of the Cliffs of Dover at the far end if Main
Passage.
We soon arrived at the Music Chamber and had a look at the
sheet music in place on the rusty old music stand and the odd
clay models left underneath (including a llama, a hot dog, a
frying pan and four small caterpillars...). While we were there
we had a short rest and ate some Soreen malt loaf.
Continuing onwards we soon found the large banks of
sediment known as the Cliffs of Dover and continued onwards
towards the sound of flowing water which turned out to be a
small stream. Not far past the stream, we found another large
passage in the North Wing and found a large 2 metre high
cairn where the passage size started to reduce.
We also had a quick look along Trident Passage and then
headed back to the surface to a lovely sunny day at around
14:00.
We were expecting the others to return sometime in the
evening so drove down to Crickhowell at 18:45 to eat a lovely
meal in The Bear, which was very busy.
On the way back to Whitewalls we met Will setting off in his
car to meet someone he knew for an ‘all you can eat’ meal
somewhere.
TUG: 3¼ hours – Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Much longer: Pete Wagstaff, Phil Wall & Will Tinsdeall
Paul Lydon

Sunday, 7 June 2015 – Jingling Pot
Keith rigged the traverse route for the first time and I followed
him down the first couple of short pitches before deciding that
I just couldn’t be bothered to go any further, having been in a
couple of times recently. I sat on the surface watching a pair
of swallows diving in and out of the upper part of the shaft
into a hole under a tree root and a pied wagtail doing similar
somewhere just above the traverse.
TUG: 1½ hours – Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher & Boyd Potts.
Plus Karen Slatcher - about half an hour!
Karen Slatcher

Saturday, 3 October 2015 - JH
As we walked over to the entrance, Doug admitted that he’d
never been into JH, despite having been a member of the club
for almost 25 years – senior membership beckons!
Keith started rigging, Doug and Alan followed and I started
down after them. I was making a complete mess of the rebelay when Paul shouted down to say that he couldn’t get in
the shaft because of his arm. I’d had to stand in the loop of
rope that Keith left so that I actually landed on the scaff bars,
it’s really awkward. He said that he was heading off and
would see me later. After getting hung up three times, I
finally got past the re-belay and deviation and got off the rope
at the bottom. The puddle just along the cart gate had a couple
of inches as usual, but apparently there wasn’t a drop of water
in any of the other holes – I did such a good job of only
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Definitely one of the classic Derbyshire trips, which drops you
right into the heart of the Peak/Speedwell system.
TUG: 5 hrs – Keith Slatcher, Doug Hobbs, Alan Hatton,
Karen Slatcher (and Paul Lydon).
Karen Slatcher

looking at where my feet were going that I never looked down
– probably a good idea!!
I suddenly caught up with Doug and Alan, who were debating
whether to go over a hole or down it. This is a common
mistake on the Cartgate in JH. The rule is that you keep going
over every hole until you simply can’t. The one that they’d
stopped at is infamous for being the one that folk go down and
then realise they’ve gone wrong!
Paul went down it on a rescue before realising he’d gone
wrong, another DCRO member dropped a Mole Phone down
the shaft at the end of this bit of passage and a DCRO ‘regular
customer’ managed to actually fall down the shaft.
Doug and Alan soon left me behind, even though they’d got
tackle bags and I hadn’t. The main obstacle on the Cartgate is
the ‘last’ hole that you have to drop down. I wedged myself in
and dropped so far before losing control completely and
dropping the last foot or so, landing with an almighty crash
and banging my left leg on the piece of angle iron that enables
you to climb out again. Ow!
I caught the other two up, heard Keith shouted ‘rope free’ and
before long we were all meeting up below the Workshop at the
top of the upper Leviathan Pitch. It was remarkably dry and it
was nice to be able to take a bit of time and have a good look
around, instead of dropping like a stone to get out of the
water! We scrambled around the corner to take the ramp
down to the dam. The handline on the short drop was badly
worn, so I put a large alpine butterfly in it to effectively take
out the damaged section.
Dropping the lower Leviathan pitch, we de-kitted and once we
were all down, we dropped down the fixed ladders into the
Speedwell streamway. Water levels were very low and we
headed downstream, dangled on the rope across Whirl Pool
and down the Bung. Almost immediately we entered a crawl,
an oxbow that bypasses the sump. At the far end, as we
reached the route up Block Hall, we met Nigel Ball, BCA
Training Officer, and a couple of other guys, who had come in
via the mine level. Nigel’s apparently been involved with
John Gunn, doing hydrology research for the last 2½ years in
the Peak/Speedwell system.
Continuing we went as far as the ladder up into Colostomy
Crawl (my favourite place... NOT!) and re-traced our route
back up the Bung and along to where we’d dropped into the
Speedwell streamway and then continued upstream to Main
Rising.
We went to see the Miners’ Toast and I sat and snacked on a
Snickers while the ‘boys’ went along to Cliff Caverns. Once
they returned, we continued downstream and I left Keith
waiting at the bottom of the ladder to Pool Sump and pootled
back up the fixed ladders to the bottom of JH. Kitted up I
started up the rope and kept going until I got to the top of
Bitch Pitch where I waited for Doug.
Even in such dry conditions, the top of Bitch Pitch is a cold
and draughty place to wait for any length of time – I don’t
recommend it – but I can’t get back up the hole safely
anymore so I needed to wait for someone. Once Doug was up,
we headed off along the Cartgate, passing the bag between us
at obstacles. Doug helped me get back up the hole – there’s
actually a very helpful bolt to put a sling or short rope on,
must remember that for another time! – and we hadn’t been at
the bottom of the entrance shaft for long when Alan arrived.
Doug headed up first as I wasn’t sure I could manhandle the
lid and I’d just set off when Keith joined Alan at the bottom.
It wasn’t long before we all surfaced.

Saturday, 24 October 2015 – Shuttleworth
Pot & Witches Cave II
Having changed, we followed the wall near the car park a long
way down towards the bottom of the valley, turning off just
below a grassy edge and following a small path straight to the
entrance.
I took the 60m bag from Brian and followed Paul down the
entrance pitch. I waited at the bottom at the crawly bit so that
Brian knew which way to go, although it’s fairly obvious.
Paul shouted up to see if I was OK and then continued rigging
along the traverse and down the snug pitch. We caught him
up at the next two small pitches to the head of the main drops
and all was accomplished without any problem.
Once we’d all removed our SRT kit, we sent Brian off through
the crawls. The old scruffy tape has been replaced with nice
shiny new conservation tape and a fine job has been done.
Like us, Brian was impressed with the formations in the
crawls, the stuff just at the end and even more so with the
collection of helictites after the first blockage. We had a
steady wander along to the far end and then re-traced our
steps.
There was no question of going down to the sump. We didn’t
have another rope, so it wasn’t an option and there’s not a
great deal to see down there anyway.
Once we’d kitted up again, Brian set off up the rope. It didn’t
really seem to take him that long and we were soon all heading
steadily up. I let Brian pull ahead, waiting for Paul at the top
of the main pitches, but unfortunately he missed the left turn
and went straight on at the first crawl and ended up
floundering up a rift! Back on track, we soon returned to the
surface and began the (long) plod back to the cars.
TUG: 3 hours – Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Brian Potts.
Karen Slatcher

Sunday, 25 October 2015 – Sell Gill Holes,
Fossil Route
Kitted up and trudged slowly up the fields onto the track and
up to Sell Gill Holes.
There were already two ropes down, so it looked to be an
interesting trip, but we headed down anyway. Paul could see
someone at the head of the second pitch, but they quickly
disappeared. Brian and Boyd joined us and Paul started
rigging the second pitch, when a guy came up. There were
several other people at the bottom and after waiting for several
minutes, Paul shouted down to see what they were doing –
being trained it turned out.
We were ‘invited’ to come down their ropes and the instructor
said he would rig ours, but they’d rigged it as a Y hang across
the passage, which makes it really difficult to pass, so I didn’t
fancy it at all and Paul didn’t like the idea either, so we both
shouted down ‘no’.
Boyd went down the rope on the right hand route, so I
followed and so did Brian, while Paul finished rigging the
usual route, so we all got down pretty quickly. We then
waited while a solo caver finished rigging the third pitch. He
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series. Surprisingly the ‘wet’ section was nowhere near as
damp as I’d expected it to be, surprising because of the
amount of rain they’ve had up here recently, but then again,
Aquamole is near the surface and apparently drains quickly.
Once we were all down, Keith took the last bag and I followed
him into the crawly awkward section with the rope for the
short pitch immediately after the awkward bit. I made a meal
of it, not helped by the fact that I leant on my right hand and
aggravated my wrist on the way through – there was a lot of
swearing. Got down the short pitch and along a very short
section of passage to the top of the main pitch, when there was
a “yoo-hoo” from Paul, who’d de-kitted slightly and joined us.
Keith rigged down to the bottom while I dropped into the
cross passage and then Paul came down and had a look at the
main drop, although he opted not to go down. I waited for
Keith to prussik back up and we headed slowly back to the
bottom of the entrance series.
Paul headed up with the third bag (70m) and I went up and
waited at the top of the wet section to take the next bag (65m),
but Keith took pity on me and let me go up without a bag. To
be honest, I think it was probably just as well, because I was
exhausted by the time I surfaced. It was pretty breezy and
beginning to get dark. We waited for Keith to emerge and
then walked along the track and down the way we were
originally going to come up.
TUG: 3 hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher & Paul Lydon.
Karen Slatcher

had to wait while we all went down and then he disappeared
back up again.
When I’d partially de-kitted and dropped down the first short
drop to the bottom of the Goblin Route, there were two guys
(at least) going up and I got a great view of the lower guy
prussiking while he mate shone his light down. We started
heading off down towards the bottom of the cave and Brian
went flying when a piece of rock came off in his hand as he
put his full weight on it and he fell about four foot into the
stream bed – scared the living daylights out of me, thinking
he’d hurt himself, but thank goodness he didn’t.
We all went to the bottom and into the initial crawl, but the
low bit was very wet so we didn’t bother going any further.
From there we had a steady climb out and I collected various
little bits of rubbish on the way. Boyd took the tackle bag
with the spare 20m, which we didn’t need as a 60m was plenty
for the lower two pitches.
There was yet another group starting down (Newcastle Uni?)
as we surfaced, but after rigging the first pitch, they let me and
Paul up before they continued with their two freshers on their
second trip – aw bless!
TUG: 3 hours – Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher, Brian Potts &
Boyd Potts.
Karen Slatcher

Monday, 28 December 2015 - Aquamole
Having arrived at Greenclose, the Northern Pennine Club’s
cottage, after what was probably one of the wettest
Christmas’s on record – Dewi had a photo of water flowing
into a half full Hull Pot!! – we were a bit limited with our
choice of cave for our first day. In the end we chose
Aquamole, knowing that although the middle section can be
very drippy, we at least were unlikely to end up trapped or
being swept away in a flood pulse!
I slid down the first pitch, in a rectangular ‘tube’ of breeze
blocks and bricks to the head of the second pitch, which is
offset and actually quite awkward to get to (if you’re being
feeble and not using your brain!). This leads to another tighter
pitch, which is also at an angle at the bottom and another
longer tight pitch with a small ledge to take off from. Keith
had added two deviations on this section and it meant going
down the initial quite snug section the ‘wrong’ way around so
that you could get to the deviation. I decided that we didn’t
need it and left the karabiner in place, but not attached to the
rope so that Paul could make a final decision. This whole
section has the feel of a Derbyshire mine and although it’s a
bit snug in places, there’s nothing really that difficult, but you
then come to the head of the wet section.
Keith had already dropped the first bit and realised that he
should have started the rope above, so I pulled the rope up,
took the first bag off and left it where I was before connecting
the next bag to the rope and lowering it back down to Keith.
Off we went again. There are two ‘damp’ re-belays, followed
closely by a third that doesn’t do an awful lot and could
probably just be a deviation to the bottom of the entrance

Tuesday, 29 December 2015 - Lost Johns’
Bimbled down the entrance series, water levels quite low.
Paul managed to drop his bag in the pool under the climb-up
and had to go back for it. We arrived at the first short pitch
and dropped that, followed by a short section of passage to
Vestry, the second pitch, which has a kind of double take-off.
From there we traversed around a corner to Cathedral pitch - a
nice drop onto a big shelf, a deviation and the bottom of the
big bowl of the pitch. Unfortunately this was now the point of
the horrible climb down. I followed Keith, but Paul decided
that his arm was already hurting enough, so he’d wait for us.
We continued on to Dome Pitch, but we ignored the window
and continued to the bottom instead. From there was a short
drop into Shale Cavern, followed by the final pitch into Sink
Chamber and ‘Finger Rock’. We had a quick look at the
sump, which was only just around the corner, and I started
heading back up.
We had quite an epic at the climb-up, with me having to well
and truly stand on Keith to get back up and off we went again.
I was seriously running out of steam by the time we got to the
entrance and stumbled back up the road to the car. Surfaced
about 2pm.
TUG 2½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Karen Slatcher
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FROM THE LOG BOOK
AFTER NEW YEAR

WATER ICICLE – RIFT POT

Thursday, 22 January 2015
*No one wrote anything even though there was activity after
the New Year.
Anyway I called in today to return ropes and check all OK.
Track snow-covered, but may be thawing tonight!
Boyd

Sunday, 29 March 2015
Removed most of loose boulders and put deviation onto back
wall. Replaced rope which now goes into lower chamber and
above dig. Hang does not touch sides now. Still needs lots of
care when abbing in, but new rift is protected under large
secure boulders.
Persuaded the rift to open a little but still got stuck 2m down
so must return to widen. Can squeeze through but not sure
could get back. The black hole awaits. To be continued.
Keith & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag

PASSING THROUGH...
Saturday, 7 February 2015
Just passing through... good to see you’re all still at it.
Tim Holling & Jasper Holling

GLOBAL-ADVENTURE.ORG

OXLOW CAVERN

Friday-Sunday, 6-8 February 2015
Had a beautiful day at Kinder Scout – took a group of
Dads ’n’ Lads on a 7 hour hike!
Thanks for the great place to pay our heads.
Tim Miles, Dave Hearn and
the crew.

Saturday, 11 April 2015
A nice trip for the two of us to West Chamber and out again.
The ‘in-situ- rope on West Swirl Passage has gone – but we
always rig our own rope so it didn’t matter.
Paul Lydon & Karen Slatcher
Paul Lydon

GAS BOTTLES

ELDON HOLE
Saturday, 18 April 2015
A nice sunny day, but cool, so a pleasant day for a trip to
Eldon Hole.
We nearly got underground before noon but luckily Jack left
his wellies behind, so by the time he had bought a new pair in
Hitch ‘n’ Hike, we were past noon.
Karen rescued 9 frogs and a toad from the depths.
Paul Lydon, Karen Slatcher & Jack Barratt.
Paul Lydon

Saturday, 14 March 2015
Gas bottles changed – need to replace some.

WATER ICICLE – RIFT POT
Sunday, 15 March 2015
To Rift Pot in Cherty Two Passage where had another look at
rift in floor of lower chamber. Boulders above are very
suspect – care needed. Pete drilled and fired 3 more holes in
RH side of rift, removing some rock. Boulders rolled down
rift clatter down for at least 8-10m+ and rift emitting slight
draught (outwards). Deviation or rebelay required at base of
first section of Rift Pot, above hole through boulder, that leads
to lower chamber in order to eliminate, or at least reduce
chances of disturbing boulders above. Area above hole also
needs ‘gardening’ to remove risk of rocks being knocked
down – whole area is very shitty and SRT rope like a 9m turd
– yuk! Interesting day out.
Simon Brooks & Pete Wagstaff

WATER ICICLE – RIFT POT
Early-ish start for Pete and Keith, and were joined by Simon a
little later. Went to Rift Pot where they continued widening
the rift to eventually gain a small rift chamber underneath.
Floored by boulder debris and large slab, a hole 0.8m x 1m
that opened into an estimated 10-12m inviting rift pot. Not
having enough rope to reach the floor and, more importantly,
any bolts/hangers to effect a ‘Y’ hang to avoid the loose rock
on the pitch head, they left the cave. Some photographs taken
– ongoing passage awaits.
Keith Slatcher, Pete Wag & Simon Brooks.
Simon Brooks

P8
Saturday, 21 March 2015
Took potential new member, Will Tinsdeall, to P8 for an
introduction to SRT. Rigged the wet pitches and got nicely
soaking on the way out. Will caught on to SRT pretty quickly
and derigged on the way out.
Chris Jackson & Will Tinsdeall
Chris Jackson

WATER ICICLE – RIFT POT
Saturday, 18 April 2015
Meeting in Monyash Cafe, a team of four headed to WICC
taking surveying gear, drill and bolts, more rope and a 4m
alloy ladder. Equipment ferried into Rift Pot and Pete and
Keith installed ladder at base of main pitch. This made getting
up and down somewhat easier.
Some rock was removed from the rift to make access easier
and Pete and Keith then set about gardening the top of the
lower pitch and rigging the ‘Y’ hang to ensure the rope stayed

GARDEN PATH
Sunday, 29 March 2015
Boyd and Steve Rostance to Garden Path and Lathkill Head to
check all OK. Had a couple of good SRT trips. Lovely
weather outside. Strong wind and rain.
TUG: 3 hours
Boyd
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well clear of the loose walls and hanging death around the
pitch head.
Meanwhile, Simon and Phil surveyed from Cherty Two
Passage down Rift Pot and into the new stuff.
The pitch proved to be 12m deep, dropping into a rift pot that
was choked at its base – a possible dig for a future date. At
top of new pitch a hole was dug open to give access via a short
squeeze, to a low passage and a further choke.
Survey completed and photographs taken. 54.3m of passage
surveyed, of which 35.2 is new.
The base of the new pot lies some 28/29m below the level of
the main Cherty Two Passage.
Not exactly ‘caverns
measureless to man’ but new passage and progress none the
less – a good day out.
Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff, Phil Walker & Simon Brooks.
Simon Brooks

have calcited slopes with a couple of inches of the roof. Not a
good place to dig.
Removed all tackle and retreated.
Ken Morton & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag

GIANTS HOLE
Saturday, 23 May 2015
Decided to take the kids underground, however Cooper starts a
new paper round tomorrow so he is staying at home! Just
Millie and myself ended up going.
Arrived at the car park to the standard 2 mini buses and 2 cars,
after a quick change and some creative helmet padding (we
used Millie’s thermal bottoms as a sort of scarf!) it was off to
the cave for a visit to Garlands Pot and back. We met 3
people coming out just as we got to the entrance who were
impressed to see a 7 year old caver! Once in the cave Millie
found the light she had was much better than before and that
this was fun! A visit to the sump then a meet up with the
minibus crowd – 15 kids on an outdoor pursuits trip who were
completing the trip we were doing. Some photos later and a
good few oohs and aahs from Millie, we were at Garlands Pot,
turned around, then headed out stopping for more piccies and
a drink.
Once back at the car we watched the many paragliders in the
sky round Mam Tor and the edge then off to the hut for tea!
Doug & Millie Hobbs

WATER ICICLE
Saturday, 18 April 2015
Visit for YSS groups.
11:30am – two groups of 4 into the gated section. Whilst one
group is looking around the others explored the other newer
areas of the cave.
Good trip with very keen and interested people. All out, after
a good look around, by 3pm.
TUG: 3½ hours
Boyd

OXLOW CAVERNS

OWL HOLE

Saturday, 9 May 2015
Raining last few days so abandoned idea of P8 and headed for
Oxlow with Yinka and Steve Rostance.
This was Yinka’s first serious SRT trip. Descended the
entrance around 1pm in drying weather. First pitch descended
with no hold-ups. Pitch 2 quite wet and drippy and 3rd pitch
had a steady stream running down it. Once at the Arete we
rigged and descended into East Chamber and had a look at the
‘dig’. Steve photographing as usual.
Then headed out. Yinka had a few problems on the wet pitch
but once sorted out she made good progress and had no other
difficulties on the way out.
Out into drier and sunnier weather by about 5pm.
TUG: 4 hours - Yinka Junaid, Steve Rostance & Boyd.
Boyd

Sunday, 26 April 2015
Wanted a change for Water Icicle so gave Ken a hand to
enlarge upper passage in Owl Hole (Pigs Trotters). Roof
removal rather than the calcited floor removal.
Whilst Ken enjoyed himself, Jack and me visited all the other
passages/chambers within the system. None looked any
different. Better prospects in Raven and Water Icicle.
Pete Wagstaff, Ken Morton and Jack Barratt.
Pete Wag

OWL HOLE
Sunday, 3 May 2015
Renewed bolts at Owl Hole as old ones were well rusty.
Ken

OWL HOLE

WATER ICICLE

Monday, 4 May 2015
Ken & Mick C to Pigs Trotters.

Sunday, 14 June 2015
Took the chisel bit in the drill to see if it helped remove the
hard rock at the dig face in ONC. Successful 3 hours and the
face now looks a little friendlier. As the vent fan had been left
on from Thursday it was nice and ventilated.
Pete Wagstaff

Ken

OWL HOLE
Sunday, 10 May 2015
Whilst Ken played in the upper series (Pigs Trotters), I
abseiled from the tree over the top rock of Owl Hole to look in
the narrow rift visible about 3m down from top. No way on
for a body as the back face is visible on the left and right is
only 300m wide. Cleaned up the loose rocks on the cliff face
and then went to join Ken.
Somewhere amongst the smog a disenchanted voice was heard
to say “this has beaten me”. Eventually after looking at the
enlarged squeeze it reached a 2” deep puddle that you had to
be in to push into the Pigs Trotters Chamber. All directions

MASKHILL / OXLOW
Saturday, 20 June 2015
A nice summer day to disappear underground. Thanks to the
barn at Oxlow Farm we stayed dry and warm when changing.
The dog seems to have lost its voice as it only half-barked
when the farmer appeared.
Keith, Paul and Karen descended Maskhill, whilst Chris, Will
and me tackled Oxlow. What a pain having to carry a 60m
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rope for the ramp. Easy trip down Oxlow resulted in us
watching Keith put a 4m short rope down the last pitch of
Maskhill. After several minutes re-rigging, the exchange was
made and Paul, Keith, Will and myself exited Maskhill, whilst
Karen and Chris de-rigged Oxlow. Out to a brighter day with
only 45˚ rain and 100m visibility.
Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher, Will Tinsdeall,
Chris Jackson & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag

ALUM POT
Thursday, 2 July 2015
Met Steve Rostance and Gareth Goldstraw at 9am at the
cottage. We sorted out ropes to do an Alum Pot trip and
headed north in my van.
Warm and sunny when we set off but deteriorated as we
headed into the Dales. Low cloud and threatening rain, but
water levels low in the area.
Parked at Selside and once changed the three of us walked up
to Alum Pot – dodging hordes of young cavers being led into
the Long Churn Caves.
Rigged an ‘escape’ rope down the main shaft from the tree.
We then headed into Long Churn at 12:30pm and, after
avoiding one party, we rigged the ‘Traverse’ route down the
Dolly Tubs pitch. Steve and Gaz impressed by the view even
though it was very gloomy.
Carried on rigging via the ‘Bridge’ and on down the 50’ pitch
below the ‘Tree’ route. Finally, after the other two had an
interesting time passing their first free-hanging rebelay, we
dropped the last pitch and went down to the sump.
Diccan waterfall quite low but still impressive and the sump
was down on its usual level.
By this time the wind had risen and as possible storms forecast
we headed out by our entry route. No problems de-rigging
and other than Steve throwing a rope bag back down Dolly
Tubs we came out uneventfully. Out of the cave to drizzly
rain and a cool wind by 5pm.
Changed and then a quick visit to Pen-y-ghent Cafe and a
steady drive back to the cottage. Unloaded and sorted out the
ropes around 8pm in pleasant dry and bright weather.
Great day out and we will repeat again sometime soon.
Boyd Potts, Steve Rostance & Gareth Goldstraw.
Boyd Potts

GIANTS
Sunday, 21 June 2015
No visitors at Giants when we arrived, so we did a quick
round trip with a look at Valentines Sump. Only one family
going in when we returned.
Brian Potts, Alison, Garth, Keith Slatcher, Doug Hobbs and
Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag

WICC
Thursday, 9 July 2015
Phil W, Simon B and myself were the only diggers this week
and as I arrived late and it was such a nice evening we decided
to take a look at the various holes/possibilities in Cales Dale
and Calling Low Moor.
First stop was a look at small field with supposed holes in it
SK 164 646 and after deducing there was bugger-all there we
headed on down to the very top of Cales Dale to see 2 shafts
Phil/Rich Smith visited back in 2009/10, the first of these is a
shaft filled and overgrown and the second a natural rift with a
large capping rock, the shaft would need work to access and
we we noted/photo’d it and moved on. The rift looks like it
might go to something but again would need work and without
official permission we again noted/ photo’d it into Cales Dale
proper and at SK 169 647 we found a very nice solution tube...
with badgers clearly occupying it so we didn’t enter being
body tight!
Further down the dale at approx SK 171 648, on the south
side, we found again a great looking small fissure that
someone seems to have had a ‘poke’ at some time in the past –
could go but would need bang / somewhere to dispose of
deads.
Next stop further down was Lynx Cave (SK 1723 6509) and
this we did enter – really quite pretty but rotten flowstone and
again possible, but needs bang and somewhere to put deads
outside – photos taken and a discussion on how long it was
since Simon last visited it, then we headed off to Low Moor
plantation to try and find some holes.
After thrashing about for a good while we found various
depressions (as described in vague memories), but no caves.
Simon wondered if they have been lost due to back filling by
farmer(s) over the years and the last known visit to these
would have been some 30 years ago. Back along the
Youlgreave road and over the walking only bit of Derby Lane
back to the cars for 11pm.
A really nice evening in nice weather – just need to do it in
winter or spring as 2-3m nettles and sticky weed kind of hide
everything!!
TNUG: 4 hours
TUG: 20 mins!
Doug Hobbs

GIANTS HOLE
Sunday, 19 July 2015
Met at the cottage to see who was around. Boyd, Jack and
myself. Decided on Giants with the aim of getting to East
Canal. Loaded Boyd’s van and off at about 11:00am. Not
many cars at the parking place. Boyd left his undersuit at
home so looks like Jack and myself.
Boyd decided to go down as far as Garlands and then explore
high level. Water levels very low.
When Jack and myself got to the top of Geology Pot, the last
of another group was just on her way down. Followed them
down to go just beyond the duck. Then a return via the Wine
Pipe and traversed above the Crabwalk back to Garlands.
Good afternoon trip.
TUG: About 4 hours
Phil Wall

ELDON HOLE
Saturday, 25 July 2015
At invite of EPC [Eldon Pothole Club] (Dan Hibberts and Paz
Vale), joined Eldon for midday digging session in Eldon.
Progress by Eldon/Buttered Badgers teams over previous few
months is impressive – shaft, scaffolding and boards is 10m
deep and was good draught. This intersects and passes old
Eldon dig in rift in floor of Eldon Chamber. More work
required as shaft now needs to step back under itself (towards
main chamber) to gain greater depth – expanding foam to be
used to hold small rocks from running in.
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An interesting dig to say the least.
Si Brooks, Dan Hibberts & Paz Vale.
Simon Brooks

WICC – URCHIN PASSAGE
Saturday, 12 September
Collected key from hut and then took Roger Galloway and
Annie Audsley from Grampian Speleo Group, Scotland into
WICC. Tour of Urchin Passage and Cherty Two and then out.
Lock on gate very sticky and probably need proper lock oil or
thin oil rather than WD40 before sticks/fails completely.
Pleasant trip.
Simon Brooks, Roger Galloway & Annie Audsley.
Simon Brooks

PIDDLE POT
Sunday, 2 August 2015
Went down to have a look to see what there is. First time
down since Richard Smith opened it up.
There are two ways on, one horizontal and one vertical. The
vertical one had had some wooden stemples in but on touching
them they disintegrated and a load of deads fell down the hole.
Put a scaffolding frame round the top of the shaft to hold
everything back and make it safe. Kenny turned up and had a
look down the horizontal passage and we decided to dig some
of the floor out to make it easier to get in and out with the
buckets. 10 buckets removed and transported to the quarry(?)
a few yards away to keep things tidy.
Looks very interesting.
Mick Chambers & Ken Morton.
Mick Chambers

OWL HOLE
Sunday, 13 September 2015
Came away with Eileen and Ken not knowing I would be
going in a cave, then Sunday morning Ken said he was going
to do some blasting on a project he’s working on and would I
like to go along. I very eagerly agreed, then he asked if I’d
like to go in the cave. ‘Yes would love to’, I replied, so got
there, Ken attached the ladder and then I was up and in my
first cave making our way to the main chamber. What an
excellent experience, came out and went to another entrance
(Pigs Trotters), spent around 10 mins in that one, but overall
around 2½ hours. Loved every minute.
TUG: 2½ hours – Ken Morton & Stuart.
Stuart

KNOTLOW – CLIMBING
SHAFT/WATERFALL CHAMBER
Sunday, 16 August 2015
After testing blue 5m cord strength in the Engine Shaft, moved
over to take Steve and Yinka down the Climbing Shaft. All
easy going until the final pitch deviation. Steve tried to abseil
down to the bottom without passing the deviation, but I had
tied the bag onto the bottom of the rope, so it would not pass
the hanger. Strange to see Steve on tiptoe trying to undo his
stop. It was lucky that the pallet was still at the bottom of the
chamber as this gave Steve the 1m extra height he needed to
offload his stop. More practice required. Ascending was
pretty straight forward, although watching from below and
seeing his shadow on the roof was like watching someone
wrestle a lion. All out safely to a warm summer afternoon
with interested walkers tapping into Steve’s experiences.
TUG: 3½ hours - Pete Wagstaff, Yinka Junaid & Steve
Rostance.
Pete Wagstaff

JH ETC
Saturday, 3 October 2015
We set off as five, but ended up as four when Paul’s injured
arm meant he was unable to drop into the shaft top and he had
to back off.
With Keith rigging, Doug, Alan and I followed along the
Cartgate, where there was no trace of water except in the
initial puddle near the bottom of the shaft.
We re-grouped below the Workshop and set off again down
the upper Leviathan pitch, which was remarkably and
delightfully, dry!
Down the side passage we came to the top of the dam and the
lower Leviathan pitch, de-kitted and dropped down through to
the Speedwell Streamway. Water levels were very low
although the water was still running. We turned left,
downstream, dropped down The Bung into the Peak
Streamway and met Nigel Ball, BCA Training Officer, and
two other guys by Block Hall. After a brief chat – Nigel has
been helping John Gunn do research on the hydrology of the
Peak/Speedwell system in the last 2½ years – we parted
company, had a quick look up the Block Hall pitches, took the
sump bypass and went down as far as the ladder up into
Colostomy Crawl.
Retracing our steps we went back up The Bung and upstream
as far as Main Rising, had a look at the Miners’ Toast and I
waited there while the others continued up the passage to look
up Cliff Caverns.
Back in the streamway, while Alan and Doug explored up the
ladder to Pool Sump, I started heading back to JH and kitted
up and started back to the surface. An uneventful, but
enjoyable trip and a first for Doug, remarkably.
TUG: 5½ hours – Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Alan Hatton
& Doug Hobbs (almost Paul Lydon).
Karen Slatcher

WICC
Thursday, 20 August 2015
‘Oh No’ Choke again. Two repaired picks started but one
only lasted 15 mins (as this was Ken’s it probably is
equivalent to 2 hours of his digging!!). Removed 38 buckets
and now need to follow the RH wall and see if we can pass the
large boulder straight ahead.
TUG: 3½ hours – Pete Wagstaff, Simon Wynne & Phil
Walker.
Pete Wagstaff

WICC
Thursday, 10 September 2015
Simon and Phil took some photos of the spoil heaps and
scaffolding and passage at end of dig (dig face). Doug arrived
and couple of hours spent digging before retiring to Bulls
Head.
Si Brooks, Phil Walker & Doug Hobbs.
Simon Brooks
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WICC

WICC

Sunday, 4 October 2015
Oh No Choke again with Charlotte helping to reduce the
boulder size at the face. Made an impression and digging in
the floor seemed to expose a slight draught. Will see if
progress can be made on Thursday.
Charlotte Heaton & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag

Sunday, 18 October 2015
After a tourist trip with BPC to the new extensions. It was a
quick look at Oh No Choke. The air was pretty close and after
only 15 mins a 10 min rest was required. Managed to remove
one large boulder and four small rocks. Staggered out and
going up the shaft felt easy after the digging.
Pete Wag

TYRE PIT QUARRY

WICC

Sunday, 4 October 2015
Walked from hut along trail stopping at Hartington Station for
an ice-cream, to Tyre Pit Quarry. Climbed over fence (as now
a bit like Fort Knox!) and managed to locate Friday Night
Cave and Double Trouble. The latter has been largely filled in
by persons unknown, with rocks, mud and old bits of wood
and iron – RIP-ish.
The located Tyre Pit Quarry 1 and 2, both of which would
make interesting digs – “Kenny, Mick, where are you?”
Returned to hut via Heathcote and High Peak Trail.
A pleasant little walk on a beautiful day.
Simon & Kester Brooks.
Simon Brooks

Thursday, 22 October 2015
A good turnout allowed us to look at the RH infill mud on the
corner of the initial straight passage. Digging at the face was
scrape and Hilti resulting in the slow fill of buckets. Air
reasonable. Had a look at Dung Beetle and put some rock
supports near start of crawl, but more psychological than
practical.
Phil W, Simon W, Jack, Chris & Pete Wag

WICC
Sunday, 25 October 2015
Removed a few largish rocks and blasted a larger boulder that
left a wonderful star-shaped splintered into the round boulder.
Progress, but air not brilliant.
Pete Wagstaff

WICC
Thursday, 8 October 2015
What looked promising has now turned into a rock-filled way
on at Oh No Choke. Removed 36 buckets and Simon
surveyed to 1m of the dig face. Needs more rock removing
before we can progress. Left hand wall still promising and
narrow band of silt between it and the rocks. To be continued.
Ash, Phil, Simon W, Simon B & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag

OWL HOLE
Sunday, 25 October 2015
Did some more blasting. Quite pleased with today’s efforts,
only about 3 to 4 foot to break through? Waggy will probably
accuse me of trying to make it walking size.
Yours, Ken

OXLOW CAVERNS

Sunday, 11 October 2015
Quick two hour trip into Water Icicle looking for Jack and
Pete W. They must have been hiding up a dig somewhere
because I never saw them!
Boyd

Saturday, 31 October 2015
Quick trip into Oxlow. Very wet after heavy rain nearly all
week. Collected a reasonable amount of litter – mostly bits of
tape and sweet wrappers. In and out in 2½ hours.
Keith, Paul & Karen.
Karen Slatcher

WICC

MANIFOLD VALLEY

Sunday, 11 October 2015
Checked the duplicate key was OK on the gate and oiled the
lock with light mineral oil. A bottle of oil and clean rags are
just inside the gate inside a sealed box. Had a look at Faith,
Hope & Charity and poked about in three possible digging
spots at the bottom. The best one seems to be under the actual
pitch, scaffolding required.
Then went over to Oh No Choke and reduced a large rock, but
still it is big so more reduction required. Put a brass peg (8mm
dia) on the furthest survey point but soon got it muddy from
brushing against it.
Jack Barratt & Pete Wagstaff.
Pete Wag
PS: Missed Boyd as he must have done the tourist trip whilst
we were down the pit in Cherty Two.

Sunday, 1 November 2015
Beautiful sunny and still day (for November), so went to
Manifold armed with ‘Derbyshire Caver no 138’ to look at
some of the major sites.
Some water in valley with river sinking in vicinity of ‘Plug
Hole’. Could not locate ‘Wednesday Pot’, but ‘Plug Hole’
quite obvious. Walked down to Ladyside, which was dry and
then upstream to find ‘Bent Chisel’. Looks interesting, need
to find out how deep Darfar got. Very pleasant day out, well
afternoon. Some worthy digs.
Simon & Kester Brooks

WATER ICICLE

DOVEDALE
Thursday, 12 November 2015
Arrived late yesterday, wanted to stay here as my Father had
been a member. Very pleasant night’s sleep and lovely to
watch the sun creeping along the fields this morning. Also
lovely to meet Boyd after over 25 years.
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Heading to Dovedale for the day and night, weather
permitting. Lovely day for it so far but looks changeable, so
may be back here tonight.
Kirren Patrick

KNOTLOW CAVERN
Saturday, 19 December 2015
We found a cast of thousands: 6 or so from DCRO testing
shaft radios in the Whalf Pipe Engine Shaft, another 10 or so
from Crewe CPC going in Whalf Pipe Engine Shaft and we in
Knotlow Climbing Shaft and also the ‘Chain’ connection with
Knotlow Engine Shaft.
Paul Lydon, Karen and Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff &
Charlotte Heaton.
Paul Lydon

Spent a second night due to Storm Abigail, off for another
wander.

WATER ICICLE
Sunday, 13 December 2015
Accompanied a group of 4 into WICC to see the gated
extensions, but could not get the key in the lock! So we had a
look at the newer extensions.
Paul Lydon

WICC
Sunday, 20 December 2015
Keith and Charlotte explored the passages beyond the gate
after inserting the new padlock. I installed a piece of matting
on the RH wall of Oh No Choke to help hold the mud back.
Tied on at both ends and staked the bottom edge to stop it
bellowing out. Needs a horizontal piece to restrain it just
above middle and then should be good job. Cleared the
hauling way and made a good drain hole on the LH corner.
Will take down a smaller piece of matting next time to see
how it performs as roof protection.
TUG: 4 hours – Keith, Charlotte & Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

KNOTLOW CLIMBING SHAFT
Saturday, 19 December 2015
Chance to do the Chain Passage access from Knotlow
Climbing way into the main Engine Shaft. Paul and Karen
rigged the Waterfall Chamber whilst Keith rigged through the
Engine Shaft side hole passage. Charlotte, Keith and myself
all swung onto the pipe with no problem and exchanged with
Paul and Karen. Trouble free trip into a route for the first
time.
TUG: 3 hours - Paul L, Karen, Keith, Charlotte & Pete Wag.
Pete Wagstaff

Picture of the Orpheus cottage drawn by Ralph Bellamy in 1974/75 before the roof extension was built
(see page 25 for the ‘after’ version)
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LIBRARY ADDITIONS 2015
Books, Leaflets & DVDs
Originator/Author

Title

Wright M & Shone R.

Gouffre Berger - L'Esprit D'Equipe

The Director of
Tourism, Government
of Meghalaya
Calaforra, José María

Caves & Caverns of Meghalaya
(N.E.India)

Cope, Mark

Forbes, Ian / Kilhope
Mining Museum
DCA (Peter Mellors)
Mehew, R.D., Allen
T,A. & Potts, J.E.

Yugoslavia Tourist &
Hotel Organisation

Webb, David

Anon.
Monk, Pete

Alisada Tourism
Company
Alisada Tourism
Company
Anon.
Gray, A. et al.

Hall, A & Hill, E. Eds.

The Gypsum Karst of Sorbas (Almeria,
Spain) - a Subterranean Journay
through the Interior of the Gypsum
Stoney Middleton Dale SSSI Cave
Audit and Conservation Management
Plan, 2nd. Edn.
Lead and Life at Kilhope (Weardale)
(Donated by Fred Fielding)

ISBN etc.
No.
978-1910240-12-0

84-6078574-2

Cave Diving Group Northern Section Sump Index 2015

Cat/Ref.1

2014

Acc.
No.
1072

2014

1073

V7.40

2003
August

1074

V7.6

2-90855-182

Publ.

1075

V3

1076

T4

2014

Kilhope
Mining
Museum
DCA

1077

R0

N0
N0

In. publn. by
the Authors)

1078

R0

1981

Yugoslavia
Tourist &
Hotel
Organisation

1079

V7.45

2008

David Webb

1080

U3

1081

U7.3

CNCC

1082

U4

Alisada
Tourism
Company
Alisada
Tourism
Company

1083

U7.24

1084

U7.24

1085

V7.40

1086

V1

R1

1087

P4

V4

1991

2013

978-0901031-08-2

2015
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E3

2014

978-09531310-5-1

Title
Bulletin
Hidden Earth Conf. progr. & TT
Newsletter for members
Trans. (Cave & Karst Science)

U7.3

DCA

Mendip
Cave
Registry &
Archive
CDG
Northern
Section

Periodicals
Originator
Bradford Pothole Club
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.
Brit. Cave Res. Assn.

Cat/Ref.2

2014

1-89758570-5

Caving, Land Managers & Liability (2
copies)
Why the Coutryside Rights if Way Act
Applies to Caving and Mine
Exploration and how it will Benefit not
only Cavers but also Land Owners as
well as Improving their Conservation
(Discussion/Summary Document)
The Postojna Caves - and other Tourist
Caves of Slovenia

(DVD) "Titan from the Top" The Story
of one of the UK's most Ambitious
Digs 1999-2003
The Caves of Choranche (Vercors,
France), Guide Tourisme Souterranean
Shuttleworth Pot into Witches Cave II the Story of the Discovery &
Excavation of an Accessible Route into
the Passages Beyond the Sump in
Witches Cave
Alisada Cave, Hamadan, Iran (in
Farsi). History of Exploration and Cave
Description
Alisada Cave, Hamadan, Iran (in
English). History of Exploration and
Cave Description
(Calendar 2012) Caving in the Abode
of the Clouds, Meghalya, N.E. India
Mendip Underground 2013 (5th..Edn.) A Cavers Guide

Date

Vol.
7

No.
4

41

3

Date
2015, Dec.
2005
2014, Sept.
2014, Dec.

Originator

Title

Cave Diving Group

Newsletter
Newsletter
Newsletter
Newsletter

Chelsea Spel. Soc.
Derbyshire Caving Assn.
Descent

Nl. (The Derbyshire Caver)

Grampian Spel. Group

Bulletin, 5th. Ser.

Grampian Spel. Group

Newsletter

Masson Caving Group

Newsletter (Masson News)

Shepton Mallet Caving Club

Journal

Speleogica Societa Italiana

Speleologia

Univ. Bristol Spel. Soc.

Proceedings

Vol.
42

56
57

1

13
14

26

No.
1
194
195
196
11/12
1/2
136
241
242
243
244
2
3
159
160

3
4
71
72
3

Orpheus Publications
Originator
Orpheus Caving Club

Title
Bulletin

No.
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104

Picture of the Orpheus
cottage drawn by Ralph
Bellamy c1974/75, after
the roof extension had
been built
(See page 23 for the
‘before’ version)
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Date
2014, Nov.
2014, Dec
2015, Jan.
2015, Feb
2015, Mar.
2015, April
2015, May
2015, June

Date
2015, April
2015, Jan.
2015, April
2015, July
2014, Nov/Dec
2015, Jan/Feb
2015, Spring
2014/15, Dec/Jan
2015, Feb/Mar
2015, April/May
2015, June/July
2014, Oct.
2015, March
2015, Jen.
2015, March
2014, Dec.
2014, Nov.
2014, Sept
2015, April
2015, Feb.
2015, Jan
2015, June
2015, Mar.
2015, May
2013, Spring
2013, Autumn
2014, Dec.
2015, June
2015

OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2015
The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Chairman: Boyd Potts

OCC Reps to DCA Meetings:

chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

Boyd Potts
Paul Lydon
Karen Slatcher

Secretary: Chris Jackson
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:

Treasurer: Tricia Webber

Jenny Potts

treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:

Librarian: Simon Brooks

Jenny Potts

librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:

Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Paul Lydon

lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher

Tackle Store Keys held by:

rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Boyd Potts, Ken Morton,
Simon Brooks, Pete Wagstaff,
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher,
& Chris Jackson

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com

Committee Members:

Library Cupboard Keys held by:
Boyd & Jenny Potts, Simon Brooks,
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff,
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
& Charlotte Heaton

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com
Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:
Boyd Potts, Ken Morton,
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon,
& Keith Slatcher

Hostel Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts
bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 52, NO 1-12, JANUARY-DECEMBER 2016
This is the third of what will now be four back-issues – 2013, 2014, 2015 and now just one for 2016 – to bring the
Newsletter up to date. After that I hope to produce a Newsletter at least every three months and hopefully more if there is
sufficient information to send out, so I need your input. Without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send
out other than my own write-ups. You’ve been warned!!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps
per issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your
article that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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BOULDER POT

July 2013 - Pete Wagstaff in new rift chamber

June 2012 – Mick Chambers in Boulder Pot

4 Sep 2013 - Pete Wagstaff in the final pool in Boulder Pot

4 Sep 2013 - Pete pushing every lead!

And at climb out of second chamber
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WATER ICICLE CLOSE CAVERN

18 Apr 15 – Keith Slatcher ascending new pitch

18 Apr 15 – Phil Walker ascending enlarged rift

18 Apr 15 – Phil Walker at base of new pitch

Sep 15 – Spoil heaps in North Passage

Overlay of survey
of North Passage
and ‘Oh No Choke’
showing surface
feature – Jan 2015
(Phil Walker)
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